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Jet Mixing Enhancement by High-Amplitude Fluidic Actuation
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Recent experiments have shown that properly designed high-amplitude, low mass � ux pulsed slot jets blowing
normal to a jet’s shear layer near the nozzle can signi� cantly alter the jet’s development. In contrast to commonly
used low-amplitude forcing, this strong excitation appears to overwhelm the turbulence, having nearly the same
effect at high and low Reynolds numbers. It can, therefore, be studied in detail by direct numerical simulation.
Direct numerical simulations of Mach 0.9, Reynolds number 3:6 £ £ 103 jets exhausting into quiescent � uid are
conducted. Physically realistic slot jet actuators are included in the simulation by adding localized body-force
terms to the governing equations. Three cases are considered in detail: a baseline unforced case and two cases
that are forced with � apping modes at Strouhal numbers 0.2 and 0.4. (Sr = 0:4 was found to be the most ampli� ed
frequency in the unforced case.) Forcing at either frequency causes the jet to expand rapidly in the plane parallel
with the actuators and to contract in the plane perpendicular to the actuators, as observed experimentally. It is
found that the jet responds closer to the nozzle when forced at Sr = 0:4, but forcing at Sr = 0:2 is more effective at
spreading the jet farther downstream. Several different measures of mixing (scalar dissipation, volume integrals
of jet � uid mixture fraction, and point measurements of mixture fraction) are considered, and it is shown that by
most, but not all, measures forcing at Sr = 0:2 is the more effective of the two at mixing.

Nomenclature
a = speed of sound
D = jet diameter

= planar integral of j r n j
e = total energy

= volume integral of n n

= planar integral of n n

r = radial coordinate
r0 = jet nozzle radius
Sr = forcing Strouhal number, f D / U j

T = temperature
Ua = peak actuator � uid velocity
U j = jet exit velocity
vr = radial velocity
vx = axial velocity
v h = azimuthal velocity
x = axial coordinate
h = azimuthal coordinate
n = jet � uid mixture fraction
q = � uid density
x = vorticity magnitude

Introduction

T HERE are several technological applications where enhanced
jet mixing can lead to improvedef� ciency, reliability,or safety.

For example, enhanced jet mixing can reduce temperatures on in-
plume aerodynamic surfaces, such as the blown � ap on a C-17 air-
craft and thus provide greater � exibility in the choice of materials
for their construction. Similarly, the mixing ef� ciency of fuel jets
in combustors is an important factor in their overall performance,
with size and weight reductions possible if mixing is improved. In
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the present work we focus on freejets, with the principal objective
being plume temperature reduction.

In general, attempts to control jets can be divided into two cat-
egories: active and passive. Examples of passive control are tabs
located at the nozzle exit,1,2 crown-shaped nozzles,3 and various
other tailoringsof the nozzleexit.4 ¡ 6 This list is far from exhaustive.
Passivecontrolis attractivebecausein manycasesit entailsonlysim-
ple design modi� cations, a change in nozzle geometry, for example.
Also its simplicity typically makes the resulting hardware less sub-
ject to failure. However, active control, where nozzle conditions are
continuouslyupdated, has greater � exibility and, therefore, greater
potential to modify the jet � ow. In this study we analyze a recently
proposed method for active control of high-Reynolds-numberjets.7

In the past, active excitation has been used extensively to under-
stand the dynamics of free shear � ows, particularly the dynamics of
the largest turbulent� ow structures.Studies up to the mid-1980sare
summarized by Ho and Huerre,8 and relatively more recent efforts
are discussed by Parekh et al.9 and Ho et al.10 Here, the excitation
used was typically low amplitude, often serving only to seed in-
stability waves in the � ow to phase correlate coherent structures.
Unfortunately, it seems that to modify the � ow signi� cantly at high
Reynolds numbers, low-amplitude forcing is ineffective because
the appliedperturbationsare overwhelmed by the turbulence.Thus,
control by low-amplitude excitation is not practical in many � ows
of engineering interest.

Recently,a schemehas beendevelopedto controlhigh-Reynolds-
number jets, such as the exhaust � ow from jet engines, by forcing
with actuation velocities greater than the local turbulence intensity.
This approach was tested by Parekh et al.,7 who designed slot jets
that blew normal to the jet shear layer adjacent to the nozzle (as
in Fig. 1). When pulsed 180 deg out of phase from one another
with peak blowing at approximately one-third the jet velocity (and
approximately2% of the jet mass � ux), they excited large-scaleos-
cillations in the jet that reduced the potential core length by over
a factor of two. Recent test results have shown mixing enhance-
ment using this technique on a full-scale engine.11 Similar results
have been obtained using zero net mass � ux synthetic jets.7,12,13 It
appears that these active control approaches have been more suc-
cessful at increasing mixing at high Reynolds numbers than any
attempts by passive control approaches. Obviously, the direct nu-
merical simulations used in this effort are incapable of addressing
high-Reynolds-number� ows, but we shall see that the behavior of
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Fig. 1 Geometry schematic: a) jet nozzle and b) actuators.

the simulated forced jets is similar to that observedat high Reynolds
numbers, and new insights are provided.

Thus far, the forcing parameters in these experiments have been
picked beforehand,as in an open-loopcontrol strategy.Closed-loop
control, where the jet � ow would be continuously monitored and
its state used to update the control parameters, may offer improved
performance.To implement this approacha practicalmeasure of the
performance (an objective or cost function) is needed. An objective
of the present effort is to study metrics for mixing and provide
a database for direct comparison of different metrics. The choice
of a metric for a particular application will depend not only on its
relevancefor thegivenmixingobjectivebut also on practicalaspects
of its implementation. Here we concentrate only on the metrics
themselves.

Flow Parameters
The focusof thispaper is a roundjet at Mach 0.9.The jetReynolds

number, based on centerline � ow conditions at the nozzle exit, is
3.6 £ 103 , and the stagnation temperature of the jet is constant.
These parametersmatch those studiedexperimentallyby Stromberg
et al.,14 and a baseline,unforcedcase has beenvalidatedagainsttheir
data.15 Direct comparison shows that mean Mach number pro� les
(and the overall sound pressure levels on an arc at 60 radii from
the nozzle) agree to within 5%. Unfortunately, the precise nozzle
conditions were not measured, but spectra show that the initial jet
shear layers were laminar, as expected at this Reynolds number.
To model appropriatenozzle conditions, a rounded top-hat velocity
pro� le was speci� ed in the present simulations (see the Appendix).
Small-amplitude (v 0 < 0.01U j ) random velocity � uctuations were
added to this to seed the turbulence.The consequenceof not adding
random perturbationswas a prolonged region of laminar � ow near
the nozzle, but the � ow downstream was not particularly sensitive
to the nature of these disturbances provided that they contained a
range of frequencies and wave numbers.

Slot jets shown in Fig. 1 were used to excite the � ow in a man-
ner similar to the experiments of Parekh et al.7 Each slot extended
90 deg around the jet and blew normal to the shear layer just down-
stream of the nozzle. The techniques for including these actuators
in the simulations and their exact speci� cations are outlined with
the numericalmethod in the Appendix.The individualslot jets blew
180 deg out of phase from one another to excite a � apping mode in
the jet, and their velocity varied sinusoidally between 0 and 0.6U j .
The net mass � ow fraction of the actuators was ÇMact / ÇMjet ¼ 0.035.
Two forced jets where computed. The � rst was forced at Strouhal
number Sr =0.2, which had been found experimentally to be very
effectiveat spreading the jet.7 The other case was forced at Sr = 0.4,
whichwas the most ampli� ed frequencyof theunforcedjet, as found
both by the simulations and the cited experiment.14

Results
Visualizations

Figure2 showsa vorticitymagnitudevisualizationof theunforced
case. The initial jet shear layers are seen to be laminar. By x =5r0,
instabilitywaves appear that develop into Kelvin–Helmholtz rollers

Fig. 2 Vorticity magnitude contours for the unforced case in an x– r
plane; there are40 evenly spaced contourswith maximum!r0 /Uj = 8:43.

Fig. 3 Actuator � ow impinging on the jet shear layer.

by x =10r0 . Their passing frequency is Sr = 0.4, in accord with the
experiments of Stromberg et al.,14 who found in their facility that
Sr = 0.44 was the peakStrouhalnumber in the earlydevelopmentof
their jet, subjectto §10%day-to-dayvariation.At the instantshown,
thepotentialcore extendsto approximatelyx =17r0 .Near theendof
the potential core a transition to turbulenceoccurs, which is corrob-
oratedby Reynoldsstress statisticsthat will be reportedelsewhere.15

Figure 3 shows a close-up of an actuator near its peak blow-
ing condition. (The Sr =0.2 case is shown, but the Sr = 0.4 case
is similar.) There were only eight mesh points across the modeled
actuator in the streamwise direction, and those near the center of
the actuator, where the Gaussian axial velocity distribution peaks
(see the Appendix), carry most of the momentum � ux. Every other
mesh point in x and every sixth mesh point in r is shown. The solid
rectangle indicated the extent of the actuator. Light contours show
( p ¡ p 1 ) / q j U 2

j at evenly spaced intervals (minimum =0.0333,
maximum =0.133). A region of increased pressure just below the
actuator is also shown with contours in Fig. 3. The initial effect
of the forcing on the jet is seen just downstream of the actuator
where the primary jet � ow is slightlyde� ected. The bulk of the � uid
exiting the actuator appears to be turned downstream as it encoun-
ters the jet; however, a portion of it is also turned upstream, giving
the appearance of a stagnation point � ow. The pressure rise in this
region is also reminiscent of a stagnation point � ow.

The result of the forcing downstream is visualized in Figs. 4 and
5 for the Sr = 0.2 and 0.4 cases, respectively. In Figs. 4 and 5, 20
evenly spaced contours between x r0 / U j = 0.6 and 12.0 are shown.
It is clear for the Sr =0.2 case that the actuatorsexcite the jet signif-
icantly and that it spreads rapidly in the h = p /2 plane. In the h = 0
plane, the spreading is suppressed.A single mode appears to domi-
nate the early developmentof the jet as evidencedby the large struc-
tures visiblebeforex =10r0. The instantaneousvisualizationin Fig.
4 shows the potential core closing at approximatelyx = 9r0. Down-
streamof this region,thevorticitymagnitude� eld shows an eruption
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Fig. 4 Vorticity magnitude contours for the case forced at Sr = 0:2.

Fig. 5 Vorticity magnitude contours for the case forced at Sr = 0:4.

Fig. 6 Development of the scalar � eld in the µ = ¼/2 plane once Sr = 0:2
forcing is turned on at t = 0.

of small-scale turbulence. A surprising feature of the visualization
is the apparent symmetry near x =7r0 in the h =0 plane. This is the
characteristic feature of the large-scale coherent structures seen in
the h = p / 2 visualizationas they intersect the h =0 plane.

When the jet is forced at Sr =0.4 (Fig. 5), the large-scale struc-
tures are smaller but appear earlier, which is not surprisingbecause
this is the most ampli� ed frequencyin the unforcedjet.However, the
downstream effect of the forcing is now quite different. The struc-
tures disappearor are obscuredby small scales almost immediately,
and the jet spreads less in the plane of the actuators (h = p /2).
Though the shear layers appear thicker early in the development,
they slow their spreading and merge only at around x =13r0, be-
yond where they merge in the Sr = 0.2 case.The visualizationin the
h =0 plane is similar to the Sr = 0.2 case, with similar symmetries
at small x due to the coherenceof the excitedstructures,but a longer
potential core.

Figure 6 shows a series of instantaneous visualizations of the
jet � uid mixture fraction as it adjusts to forcing at Sr =0.2 (black
is pure jet � uid and white is pure ambient � uid). The time series
starts from the unforced jet and the actuators turn on at t =0. By
t = 10r0 / U j , there is clear evidence of large coherent structures
distortingthe scalar � eld. As expected,these travel at approximately
0.65U j , appearingat x ¼ 10r0 , the horizontalmidpointof the region
shown, at t ¼ 15r0 / U j . The scalar � eld takes considerably longer
to develop farther downstream where decreasing velocities slow
advection. For computing statistics, the forced jets were assumed
to be fully developed only after t =80r0 / U j . The simulations were
run to approximately t =150r0 / U j .

Figure7 shows thecorrespondingset of imagesfor the jet forcedat
Sr = 0.4. Again we see that at this forcingfrequency,large structures
appear closer to the nozzle than in the Sr = 0.2 case. The mixed
regions in the jet shear layers thicken rapidly, but a tongue of pure
� uid persists along the domain centerline. The � apping of the jet
column is also less pronounced.

Mean Flow
Mean axial velocity v̄x provides a more quantitative measure of

the effect of the forcing on the jet development.Approximately700
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Fig. 7 Development of the scalar � eld in the µ = ¼/2 plane once Sr = 0:4
forcing is turned on at t = 0.

Fig. 8 Mean axial velocity ( Åvx/Uj ) for the unforced jet.

� elds spaced in time by D Tav =0.2r0 / U j were averaged to com-
pute the mean. Symmetries were exploited to increase the statistical
sample. We see that the jet spreads as expected (Fig. 8), � rst slowly
where the shear layers are laminar and then more quickly near the
end of the potential core where the � ow goes through transition.
If v̄x / U j =0.9 is used to designate the end of the potential core,
in this case the potential core closes at x =17r0 , which is farther
downstreamthanwouldbe expectedforhigh-Reynolds-numberjets,
because the shear layers are initially laminar and, therefore, spread
slowly.

Forcing at Sr = 0.2 dramatically alters the mean � ow (Fig. 9).
In the plane perpendicular to the action of the actuators (h =0) the
jet at � rst spreads more rapidly than the unforced case, but then
this is reversed starting at the end of the potential core (x =8r0 ).
Only near x =20r0 does the 10% velocity contour extend to the
same radial distance as at x = 8r0. The contours have an unusual
thumb shape at r =r0, x = 8r0 that is caused by the large-scale
structures seen in Fig. 4. Based on visualizations, (for example,
Fig. 4), these structures � rst intersect the h =0 plane near r = 0,
and thus, they bring lower velocity � uid into that region before
the region near r = r0. Therefore, at this downstream location, the
velocity is higher near r =r0 , which causes the appearance of the
thumb. In the h = p /2 plane, the jet is seen to spread rapidlystarting
near x =8r0, and this continues until the end of the computational
domain at x = 20r0. Parekh et al.7 showed very similar results for
forcing at this same frequency.

Fig. 9 Mean axial velocity ( Åvx /Uj ) for Sr = 0:2 forcing.

Fig. 10 Mean axial velocity ( Åvx /Uj ) for Sr = 0:4 forcing.

When the jet is forced at Sr =0.4 (Fig. 10), the mean � ow is
markedly different. In the h =0 plane, the jet spreads only until
around x = 5.5r0 before spreading is reversed. It does this signi� -
cantly closer to the nozzle than in the Sr =0.2 case. There is again
an unusual shape to the contoursat this point, but at this forcing fre-
quency it is less pronounced.Though spreading in the h = 0 plane is
reversed at smaller x than it was for Sr =0.2 forcing, the potential
core is now longer, extending to x =13.5r0 . In the h = p / 2 plane,
the jet spreads rapidly starting at around 5.5r0 , but spreading slows
downstream, and the jet does not grow as much radially as in the
Sr = 0.2 case (Fig. 9).

Unsteady Response of the Jet
To optimize the forcing, by either an open- or closed-loop ap-

proach, it is necessary to develop a measure of its effectiveness.
Naturally, the choice of a de� nition for mixing effectiveness will
depend on the speci� c objective of the application. Here we will
consider several metrics that are of potential use in temperature
abatement or combustion applications.

Point Measurements of n

We � rst consider point measures of jet � uid mixture fraction
(n =1 for pure jet � uid and n =0 for pure ambient � uid) on the
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a) Sr = 0:2

b) Sr = 0:4

Fig. 11 Time histories of scalar on the jet axis: - - - - , x = 5r0; ——,
x = 10r0; : : : . , x = 15r0; and – ¢ – , x = 20r0.

jet axis. If the jet were hot, the concentration of jet � uid (mix-
ture fraction) would closely correspond to temperature. Extensive
centerline measurements have been made in forced jets and have
been used to estimate the mixing enhancementof various forcings.7

Figure 11 shows time histories of h n i on the jet axis (r =0) and
at x = 5, 10, 15, and 20r0. The angle braces h i indicate an aver-
age over a single period of the forcing: Ta = 9.9r0 / U j for Sr =0.2
and Ta =4.9r0 / U j for Sr = 0.4. Despite this average, there is still
considerableoscillation in the measure due to the chaotic nature of
turbulence. Averaging for longer periods would, of course, smooth
the pro� les, but for closed-loop control applications it is important
to be able to measure quickly the response of the jet to changes in
the forcing. Longer averages would slow the response of the metric
to the changes in the forcing.

We see in Fig. 11 that, before forcing is initiatedat t =0, the � ow
is pure jet � uid at x =5r0 and x =10r0 . At x =15r0 , there is slight
mixingwith ambient � uid, andat x = 20, the mixture fractionhovers
around its long-time (if forcing were not initiated) mean ¯n =0.65.
As expected from observationsof the potential core length, the mix-
ture fractionat x =5r0 is unaffectedby the forcing at eitherStrouhal
number.At Sr =0.2 (Fig. 11a), themixturefractionat x =10r0 is the
� rst to respond to the forcing. It initially decreases to h n i =0.5, but
rises againand remainsnear themean ¯n =0.75 for t > 60r0 / U j . The
period-averagedvalues at x = 15r0 and 20r0 also seem to overshoot
initially before they settle to hover around their apparent long-time
mean values of ¯n =0.6 and 0.3, respectively. The small statistical
sample size makes these valuesand the pointwhere they are reached
somewhat imprecise. Forcing at Sr = 0.4 also causes a greater re-
duction in centerlinemixture fraction initially (Fig. 11b). The curve
at x =10r0 initially dips, but recovers to nearly its unforced, pure
jet � uid level by t =70r0 / U j . The curves at x =15r0 and 20r0

hover around their mean values of ¯n =0.7 and 0.4. It is unclear
why this case takes longer to equilibrate than the lower frequency
forcing.

The initial overreactionof the jet to the forcing can be explained
qualitatively with a simple model where the large-scale structures
are assumed to be linear instabilitywaves. Given this model, turbu-
lent structures will grow, stabilize, and decay as the layer spreads.

If the jet spreads slowly, as in the unforced case, there is a long re-
gion of growth before decay. Thus, given a signi� cant initial forcing
amplitude, the structurescan becomequite intenseby a linearmech-
anism. However, high-amplitudedisturbanceswill also increase the
spreading rate of the layer and thereby reduce the distance over
which subsequent disturbances can amplify. Hence, by this model,
the � rst forced structure sees a slowly spreading layer and, thus, can
grow more than subsequent disturbances that see a more rapidly
spreading layer, which explains the observed overshoot.

This model can also explain the greater response of the jet to
Sr = 0.2 forcing than forcing at its natural frequency Sr = 0.4. In-
stability analysis shows that, for thicker shear layers, as would be
present in forced jets, the most ampli� ed instabilitywaves will have
a longer wavelength and lower frequency.16 Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that Sr =0.2 is more successful.Unfortunately,linear stabil-
ity predictions can only loosely model the quantitative behavior of
turbulence.An accuratequantitativepredictionusing linear stability
analysis is, therefore,not likely to be successfulin conjunctionwith
the high-amplitude forcing used in the present study.

Volume Integrals of n n

Volume integrals of n n can also provide a measure of mixing
effectiveness.For n ¼ 4–6 thiswill providea crudemodel, assuming
n / T , of the infrared signature of the jet. Time histories of

=
X c

n n dV (1)

where X c is the physical domain (x < 20r0, r < 10r0 ), are shown in
Fig. 12. No time averaging was necessary to smooth curves in this
case. We see that the volume integrals of n 1 and n 2 both increase
when the jet is forced. For both cases, the n 1 curve shows that there
is 60% more jet � uid in the domain. Despite this increase, n 4 and n 6

decrease, thus indicating improved mixing. The n 6 curve decreases
from its unforced value 0 to =0.7 0 for the Sr = 0.2 case and

=0.6 0 for the Sr =0.4 case. It is somewhat surprising that the
Sr = 0.4 case shows better mixing by this measure because the op-
posite was predicted based on centerline measurements (Fig. 11).
It may also seem counter to the visualizationsand mean � ow data,
which show greater spreading for Sr =0.2 forcing. Because Eq. (1)
depends on the axial dimension of the computational box, it is,

Sr = 0:2 forcing

Sr = 0:4 forcing

Fig. 12 Integrals of »n with: ——, n = 1; - - - - , n = 2; : : : . , n = 4; and
– ¢ – , n = 6.
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Fig. 13 Planar integrals of »6 from Eq. (2): ——, unforced; - - - -,
Sr = 0:2; and : : : . , Sr = 0:4.

Fig. 14 Planar integrals of »6 from Eq. (3): ——, unforced; - - - -,
Sr = 0:2; and : : : . , Sr = 0:4.

therefore, important to also estimate downstream mixing based on
the available data. (Note that the � nite radial dimension does not
affect the result because n ! 0 by r =10r0, the radial box size.)

We can make such an extrapolation by computing mixedness
as a function of downstream distance. Figure 13 shows the planar
contributions to as a function of x for t > 80r0 / U j :

x (x) =
2p

0

10r0

0

n 6r dr dh (2)

It now becomesclear that the apparentadvantageof Sr = 0.4 forcing
is primarilya resultof the jet’s more rapid responseto the forcing.At
the out� ow boundary we see that the Sr =0.2 forced jet is actually
mixed better (by this measure) and x has a steeper slope (rate
of mixing) than the jet forced at Sr = 0.4. Though it is not possible
to make � rm judgments about the subsequent downstream mixing,
based on the level and slope of x at x = 20r0 it appears that the
Sr =0.2 case might be better if more downstream � uid could be
included in Eq. (1). Both forced cases are clearly better than the
unforced case, also shown in Fig. 13.

The asymmetry of the jets is seen in Fig. 14, which shows planar
integrals of n 6 at constant h ,

h (h ) =
20r0

¡ 20r0

10r0

0

n 6 dr dx (3)

For both forced cases, this metric peaks in the h = p / 2 plane, the
plane of the actuators. For both Strouhal numbers, this peak is
roughly 1.75 times as high as the minimum values. Somewhat sur-
prisingly these minima do not occur at h =0 (Fig. 14), which is
perpendicularto the actuators. h is 20% higher at h =0 than at its
minima. Nearly everywhere h is suppressedbelow its value in the
unforced case, more so in the Sr =0.4 case. Note that the details
of these results also depend on the box size. Because the forced
jets are still highly asymmetric at the out� ow boundary, the numer-
ical differencesbetween the peaks in valley would increase if more
downstream data were available.

Fig. 15 Streamwise mass � ux from Eq. (4): ——, unforced; - - - -, Sr =
0:2; and : : : . , Sr = 0:4.

Fig.16 Planarintegralsof j r » j from Eq. (5): ——, unforced; - - - -, Sr =
0:2; and : : : . , Sr = 0:4.

Streamwise Mass Flux
The net entrainment of the jet can be studied by computing the

streamwise mass � ux. Because vx is negligible at r =10r0 , this is
equivalent to

(x) =
2p

0

10r0

0

q vxr dr dh (4)

which is plotted in Fig. 15. The mass � ux in the unforced case
grows slowly at � rst, where the shear layers are laminar and distur-
bances are small, and then grows more rapidly starting at around
x = 14r0, where the potential core closes. The mass � uxes in the
forced cases both grow rapidly from the start and are over twice as
high by x =20r0 . Forcing at Sr = 0.2 is only mildly more effective
at increasing the mass � ux than forcing at Sr =0.4. It is seen that
the � uxes are slightly different for the three cases at x =0. This is
because of the � uid added by the actuators and entrainment caused
directly by their action.

Scalar Dissipation
The rate of scalar dissipationcan also provide an important mea-

sure of mixing that is particularly relevant in combustion applica-
tions. In Fig. 16, we consider planar integrals of j r n j as a function
of downstream distance,

(x) =
2p

0

10r0

0

j r n j r dr dh (5)

(x) for the Sr =0.4 case starts to rise closer to the nozzle, but
the curve for Sr = 0.2 forcing follows only 2r0 farther downstream
and becomes 50% greater by the right side of the domain. The total
dissipationin the computationaldomain is clearly larger forSr = 0.2
forcing.Based on the data at x =20r0, this trend is likely to continue
downstream.

Summary
Simulations of jets forced with high-amplitude actuation repro-

duced experimentalobservationsof similarly forced jets. Visualiza-
tions showed the dramatic effect of this forcingon the jet. Forcingat
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Sr =0.2 excited the jet column into a distinct � apping mode. When
forced at Sr =0.4, the most ampli� ed frequency in the unforced jet,
the large structures appeared closer to the nozzle. However, despite
the rapid initial spreading of this jet, forcing at Sr = 0.4 was not as
effective at spreading the jet and mixing it (by most measures) with
the ambient � ow downstream. Mean axial velocities showed that
the jet becomes highly nonaxisymmetric in both forced cases and
that the potential core length was reduced more by Sr = 0.2 than
Sr =0.4 forcing.

Mixing was quanti� ed by several different metrics. Point mea-
surementsof scalar concentrationon the jet axis showed that forcing
at Sr =0.2 was more effective at reducing centerline scalar concen-
tration. However, volume integrals of n n over the computational
domain (for n =4 or 6) were smaller when the jet was forced with
Sr =0.4. This was primarily due to the faster response of the jet
to forcing at this frequency. Consideration of planar integrals of
n 6 and j r n j as a function of x suggested that forcing at Sr =0.2
would be more effective for mixing farther downstream. Forcing at
both Strouhalnumbers increasedstreamwisemass � ux considerably
over the unforcedcase,with Sr =0.2 forcingperformingmarginally
better in this regard than Sr = 0.4 forcing.

Appendix: Simulation Techniques
The fullcompressibleNavier–Stokesequationsandanadvection–

diffusion equation were solved in cylindrical coordinates without
modelingassumptions.Full details of the basicnumericalalgorithm
are given by Freund et al.,17 where the same algorithm was used to
study turbulencein compressiblemixing layers. Only a summary of
themethodis providedhere.Sixth-ordercompact� nitedifferences18

were used to compute derivatives in the streamwise x and radial
r directions, and Fourier spectral methods were used in the az-
imuthal direction h . A fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm was
used to advance the solution in time. At the r =0 coordinate sin-
gularity, the equations were solved in Cartesian coordinates. To
maintain a reasonable numerical time step given the restriction im-
posed by the Runge–Kutta algorithm, higher Fourier modes in h
were not used near r = 0. They were omitted systematicallyso that
the effectiveazimuthal resolutionremained nearly constantwith ra-
dial location. The computational mesh had 440 £ 230 £ 160 points
in the axial, radial, and azimuthal directions, respectively. Mesh
points were compressed in the radial direction around r = r0 .

The boundary conditions, the jet nozzle, and the actuators were
all accountedfor by modifying the equations in appropriate regions
of the computationaldomain. The rest of the computationaldomain
that is free of these terms is referred to as the physical domain. The
arti� cial terms serve to model an in� nite domain, the nozzle, or the
actuators where needed. For example, non-re� ecting out� ow and
lateral (large r ) boundaryconditionswere approximatedby stretch-
ing the mesh beyond the physical domain and � ltering the solution
on that stretched mesh. A typical mesh is shown in Fig. A1. Similar
boundary conditions have been used in aeroacoustic computations,
and additional documentation is available elsewhere.15,19

In a zone of width r0 at the in� ow side of the computational
domain (Fig. A1), terms were added to the equations that drive

Fig. A1 Mesh showing
every tenth mesh point for
the forced jet simulations;
thick rectangle demarks the
physical portion of the com-
putational domain.

the solution toward the desired nozzle conditions. If the compress-
ible � ow equations are represented by N (q) = 0, where q is a vec-
tor of � ow quantities, then the modi� ed equation has the form
N (q) = ¡ r (q ¡ qtarget ), where qtarget is the desired nozzle condi-
tions. The added term acts like a penalty function.The value of r in
this zone was 2.5a 1 / r0 , and the target axial velocity was a typical
hyperbolic tangent top-hat pro� le:

v̄xtarget

U j
=

1
2

1 ¡ tanh 12.5
r

r0
¡

r0

r
(A1)

The density and scalar pro� les were similarly speci� ed. Random
velocity � uctuations where added to this mean pro� le using a sim-
ilar body-force method. This randomization was low amplitude
(v 0 < 0.01U j ) and served only to seed the turbulence with broad-
banded noise.

The actuators were included by similar body-force methods.
The actuators extended axially from x1 =0.13r0 to x2 =0.57r0 (8
mesh points) and radially from r1 =1.11r0 to r2 =3.5r0 (101 mesh
points). In this region, r =2.5a1 / r0 and qtarget =[ q , q vx , q vr , q v h ,
e, q n ]T

target =[0.75q 1 , 0, ¡ 0.75 q 1 va , 0, ea , 0]T with ea calculated
from q = 0.75q 1 , va , and the ambient pressure. The instantaneous
actuator target velocity was

va = Ua fx (x) fr (r) f h (h ) ft (t ) (A2)

Its amplitude was set at Ua =U j , but the actual peak vr at the actu-
ator only reached 0.6U j because the body forcing was resisted by
viscosity. The spatial and temporal dependenciesof va were

fx (x) = exp ¡ a x[x ¡ 0.5(x1 + x2)]2 (A3)

fr (r) = exp ¡ a r (r ¡ r1)
2 (A4)

f h (h ) = exp ¡ f (h )8e ¡ f ( h )2 + 2.8

+ exp ¡ [f (h ) ¡ 4]8e ¡ [f ( h ) ¡ 4]2 + 2.8 (A5)

Fig. A2 Actuation velocity x– r shape.

Fig. A3 Actuation velocity µ shape.
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ft (t ) = 0.5 1 + sin(2 p StU j t / D)sgn(sin h ) (A6)

where a x =95.1, a r =1.34, and f (h ) =8h /2 p ¡ 2. The x–r shape
of va is plotted in Fig. A2, and the azimuthal dependence is plotted
in Fig. A3. The sgn term in Eq. (A6) makes the actuators act out of
phase.
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